Corporate Feature
Rudrabhishek Enterprises

Geared to tap infra boom

Rudrabhishek Enterprises Ltd (REPL), a well-

known New Delhi-based integrated urban development
and infrastructure consultancy company, is in the process of
entering the capital market with its maiden IPO (initial public
offer) of 45.69 lakh equity shares at a price of
Rs. 41 per share. The
company, with a legacy
of 25 years, offers an integrated range of services
to deliver end-to-end
consultancy solutions in
diverse sectors. The diverse consultancy services offered by REPL
include viability analysis,
infrastructure services,
urban planning and GIS,
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building area and design, structural design, project management consul-tancy and
strategic marketing advisory.
Promoted by Pradeep and Richa Misra, the company
has designed and managed complex projects in sectors as
diverse as real estate, retail, hospitality, healthcare and hitech cities, among others. It is also involved in the Central
government’s ‘Smart City’ initiative in Varanasi, Kanpur,
Indore and Dehradun.
Pointing out that REPL is an ISO 9001:2008 certified organization empanelled with more than 30 government departments and agencies, Pradeep Misra, the Managing Director,
adds, “The company has the privilege of serving a number of
esteemed clients from the government, public and private sectors. Pan-India projects are handled from the company’s branch
offices located in Delhi, Noida and Lucknow and project offices
in Varanasi, Indore and Kanpur. After
consolidating its position in the SouthEast Asian region, the company is now
aggressively eyeing the global market of
infrastructure consultancy.”

RICH LEGACY
Set up way back in 1992, the company has made rapid strides during the
last 25 years. To begin with, it had an
immediate objective of providing quality consultancy services in the areas of
urban planning, building design ser-

vices and civic services planning. However, Mr. Misra soon
realised that the age of fragmented services would not last
long, and the company needed to have a holistic expertise
that would cater to the integrated infrastructure development needs of its clients.
He, along with
promoter and director
Richa Misra and a crack
team of consultants,
engineers and managers, has put the infrastructure company on
the fast growth track.
With over 250 consultants, more than Rs.
210 crore worth of
projects in hand and
Richa Misra
over Rs. 10,000 crore
worth of projects and investments being managed, REPL
has evolved as one of the leading companies in the infrastructure arena. Besides, the company has already completed more than 300 projects in over 100 cities across
India as well as around the globe.
With the government laying major emphasis on infrastructure development, REPL has chosen to tap the capital
market and list on NSE Emerge, the SME platform of the
stock exchange, to fund the execution of such projects and
expand rapidly. The company recently received foreign direct investment (FDI) of Rs. 5 crore at an attractive valuation.
The company has put up a gratifying show on the financial front. Restated revenues (standalone and consolidated)on
December 31, 2017 (not annualised), March 31, 2017, 2016
and 2015 were Rs. 34.44 crore, Rs. 33 crore, Rs. 37.36 crore
and Rs. 38.44 crore respectively.
Restated net worth (consolidated) on December 31, 2017 (not
annualised), March 31, 2017, 2016
and 2015 were Rs. 37.29 crore,
35.38 crore, 31.31 crore & 24.72
crore respectively.
With a view to taking advantage
of the infrastructure boom, the company is exploring new horizons, new
associations and new opportunities
to script newer success stories in the
years to come.
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